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Abstract
We introduce a low-cost and compact spectral imaging camera design based on unmodified consumer cameras
and a custom camera objective. The device can be used in a high-resolution configuration that measures the
spectrum of a column of an imaged scene with up to 0.8 nm spectral resolution, rivalling commercial non-imaging
spectrometers, and a mid-resolution hyperspectral mode that allows the spectral measurement of a whole image,
with up to 5 nm spectral resolution and 120x120 spatial resolution. We develop the necessary calibration methods
based on halogen/fluorescent lamps and laser pointers to acquire all necessary information about the optical
system. We also derive the mathematical methods to interpret and reconstruct spectra directly from the Bayer
array images of a standard RGGB camera. This objective design introduces accurate spectral remote sensing
to computational photography, with numerous applications in color theory, colorimetry, vision and rendering,
making the acquisition of a spectral image as simple as taking a high-dynamic-range image.

1. Introduction

Hyperspectral imaging, also called imaging spectroscopy, is
a method of obtaining the spectral content of each pixel in a
2D image. This technology divides the image data, pixel by
pixel, into very narrow wavelength (color) bands, resulting
in a 3D data cube, consisting of two spatial image dimen-
sions and a wavelength dimension (see Figure 2).

The applications of hyperspectral imaging are numerous,
as the high-resolution spectral data can be used in many
ways, such as identification of chemical compounds or ma-
terials, which can be essential in quality control, geology
or mining, just to mention a few industrial applications. In
graphics, knowledge of a full spectrum instead of only a
RGB color triple is essential for fields such as color theory,
colorimetry, vision, accurate image-based lighting design,
spectral rendering and spectral material models. Most spec-
tral measurement devices can only take spatially integrated
measurements, whereas ideally, one would like to know the
full spectrum of each individual pixel in an image. So far,
this problem can only be solved using very expensive ap-
parati (starting at $ 25,000 for even the most basic devices)
that are fabricated for a specific application, for example,
airborne remote sensing.

Recently, so-called “snapshot” spectral imaging has been
developed based on the principles used in computed to-
mography. These computed tomography image spectrome-

ters (CTIS) [OTY93] use a diffraction grating to split the in-
coming light into a number of spectral projections onto a sin-
gle image plane. The spectra are then recovered by solving
an underdetermined linear system. CTIS devices were devel-
oped for applications where very short acquisition times are
important, like biomedical imaging, airborne sensing, and
space surveillance [Hor10], in specialized devices. However,
to obtain enough light in the diffraction orders, CTIS devices
require expensive diffraction gratings, specialized sensors
and lens arrangements that increases their size and weight.

Figure 1: The assembled CTIS camera objective.

In this paper, we show that by relaxing the requirement of
sub-second exposure times, and instead using standard HDR
image acquisition, one can perform CTIS spectral imag-
ing using unmodified consumer cameras. The other princi-
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pal advantages of CTIS are maintained, i.e., avoiding any
opto-mechanical components, requiring only a simple opti-
cal path, and having all information recorded in one (HDR)
image. In addition, we gain the further advantages of low
cost and compact design, because we can use inexpensive,
compact components. These features allow us to build a
functional prototype in the form of a fully portable camera
objective that can be cheaply constructed from off-the-shelf
photographic components, leading to drastically lower cost
than any other spectral imaging device while every compo-
nent can still be used for its original purposes. Despite the
severe compromises made, our prototype offers a spectral
resolution of 0.8 nm in slit configuration (masking out all
but a single pixel-wide column) and 4.89 nm resolution (54
spectral bands) in a hyperspectral configuration of 120x120
pixels. These resolutions are competitive with non-imaging
spectrometers as well as dedicated CTIS devices, but at the
expense of exposure times in the range of a few seconds
rather than milliseconds, depending on the dynamic range
of the scene. Such resolutions cannot be achieved at all with
filter-based systems. The availability of a cheap and practical
imaging spectrometer offers many interesting opportunities
in almost all areas of research related to computer graphics,
vision and color theory, as this device strongly simplifies the
acquisition of spectra in general settings.

2. Related Work

2.1. Spectral Imaging

The three-dimensional hyperspectral signal can be measured
using various methods, which mainly differ in the way they
separate incident light into its spectral components. This can
be done using dispersive elements, diffractive media or ex-
changeable/tunable bandpass filters [HBG∗00]. To acquire
the three-dimensional signal, almost all approaches mask out
one of these dimensions, and use the time dimension to scan
along the masked dimensions. For example, filter-based sys-
tems scan along the spectral dimension, while whisk broom-
based spectrometers scan one pixel at a time. In general,
these approaches require dedicated high-cost devices due
to the necessity of accurate and dynamic opto-mechanical
constructions and arrangements. Hybrid approaches are also
possible. For example, using mosaicking for the spatial di-
mension and a linear variable interference filter for the spec-
tral dimension simultaneously. While this approach works
with commodity cameras [SN02], it requires a large num-
ber of image samples of the same panorama and provides
only low spectral resolution. Du et al. [DTCL09] propose a
quasi-hyperspectral approach by using a standard prism/slit
configuration in a slit array, which does not allow a com-
pact construction and has a lower resolution than our ap-
proach. Furthermore the result is discontinuous along the
spatial dimension due to the masking required to interlace
spatial and spectral data in the recorded image. Another ap-
proach, which is limited to measuring reflectance instead of

directly measuring arbitrary spectra (e.g., light sources), is to
use controlled lighting [PLGN07, CYBE10, KF09], creating
the spectral separation by applying spectrally different light
sources. These methods rely on the low dimensionality of
material reflectance [Mal86]. They have only a limited spec-
tral resolution and accuracy and require a very controlled
dynamic lighting environment. Mohan et al. [MRT08] use
an optical configuration similar to CTIS, consisting of an
imaging lens, diffraction grating and re-imaging lens, to be
able to modulate the spectrum with a mask to achieve color
spectrum control of cameras and projectors.

2.2. Computed Tomography Imaging Spectrometry

Computed tomography imaging spectrometry is unique
when compared to these approaches because it does not re-
quire temporal scanning. Instead, the signal is diffracted, dis-
tributing the spectral elements spatially by projecting the 3D
volume at various angles on the image sensor. The full 3D
volume can be reconstructed by inverting the projection. Due
to its resulting “snapshot” quality, CTIS have found many
applications in different areas as it overcomes problems such
as long scanning times of dynamic scenes (causing motion
artifacts), and fragility of optical devices with moving parts.
CTIS have been used in biomedical imaging [JWF∗07], mi-
croscopy [GKHT10], space surveillance [HOWJD03] and
even defense applications [DDD95], just to name a few ex-
amples. In contrast to our device, this previous work requires
expensive custom-built devices.

2.3. The CTIS Principle

At the heart of any CTIS sits a diffraction grating, which
consists of dense grooves with sizes roughly on the same
scale as the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation it
diffracts. Due to interference effects, light is diffracted in
different directions dependent on its wavelength, creating
higher order modes of diffractions with decreasing inten-
sity (see [Hec01] or any optical physics book, Figure 12
shows an example of the zero mode and 4 first-order diffrac-
tion modes). In a CTIS, an image is formed by using the
diffraction grating to divert the light path depending on the
wave length. The formed image is a superposition of the re-
sponses to the different wavelengths, and can be interpreted
as parallel projections of the data cube in different direc-
tions (see Figure 2). The data cube consists of voxels that
are defined by the image resolution of the acquisition and
the grating density. The size of the zero mode defines the
spatial axis resolution, and the angle of parallel projection
sets the wavelength resolution. To obtain a spectral image,
the full data cube needs to be reconstructed from the projec-
tions (hence computed tomography) formed by the grating
and in our case, the zero mode.

Our proposed spectrometer camera objective can operate
in two modes: using a slit aperture and using a square aper-
ture. In the first case, only a single column of the scene is
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Figure 2: Diffractions interpreted as parallel projections Pj
of data cube voxels vi to an image plane pixel pk.

imaged, and the spectrum can be recovered directly from the
first mode (see Section 5). In the second case, a whole image
of the scene is formed, which requires reconstruction of the
data cube by inverting the projection (see Section 6).

3. Overview

The main idea of our approach is to exploit the CTIS prin-
ciple to build an inexpensive imaging spectrometer using a
consumer camera, avoiding the extreme cost of specialized
devices. This is enabled by four main contributions:

• Use of HDR acquisition instead of relying on expensive
diffraction gratings, specialized sensors, and large optical
arrangements to collect enough light in the projections.
• Use of the Bayer filter array present in a consumer cam-

era instead of an expensive full-spectrum monochromatic
sensor.
• Showing which standard optical components are required

and how they can be combined in an objective to create
the optical path required by CTIS.
• Simple calibration methods to achieve very high accuracy,

exploiting every single element in the Bayer filter array.

In Section 4, we describe the physical and optical construc-
tion of the proposed CTIS device and our functional proto-
type. By using two different apertures, we can measure spec-
tral data in slit mode, which is covered in Section 5, and in
hyperspectral mode, shown in Section 6. For both modes,
we discuss the necessary calibration steps, the mathematics
required for reconstruction, and demonstrate results.

Calibration has two parts: spatial and spectral. The spatial
calibration localizes the positions of individual wavelengths
on the image grid (in slit mode), or determines the coeffi-
cients of the projection of the data cube. In both cases, the
calibration will allow a precise mapping from the projected
image to wavelengths in the spectrum. The spectral calibra-
tion calculates the spectral intensity response of the optical
system and the sensor pixels. The pixels are arranged in a

RGGB Bayer color filter array, so each pixel responds more
in the red, green or blue range of the spectrum. This means
that similar to standard imaging, we need to apply demo-
saicing algorithms to recover the full spectra, described in
Section 6.4.

4. The CTIS Camera Objective

4.1. Optical Design

The principal optical path of a CTIS imaging system is dis-
played in Figure 3. An imaging lens images the scene onto
a slit or square aperture. The divergent light that passes
through the aperture is collimated (i.e., made parallel) by
the collimating lens, after which the light passes through
the transmissive diffractive medium. Both the non-diffracted
as well as the diffracted light get re-imaged to the camera
sensor through the re-imaging lens. It is essential that light
is collimated before diffraction because divergent diffracted
light would show the imaged scene from a different perspec-
tive, which creates an inconsistency of the zero mode and
higher order diffraction modes.

In photographic terms, we can intuitively understand this
design as consisting of two cameras: the first camera takes a
picture of a scene, but instead of imaging it to a sensor, the
image is formed at the aperture plane. The second camera,
using a re-imaging lens with a macro lens attached, records
the image in the aperture, i.e., the image created by the first
camera. It is this intuitive description of the optical path that
leads to a design involving standard photographic compo-
nents for the prototype.

4.2. Camera Objective Construction

Starting from this intuition, construction becomes a mat-
ter of positioning the optical components within one optical
path. To achieve an appropriately long optical path, we use a
75mm and 40mm diameter PVC drain piping system in our
prototype to mount the components and to provide the pos-
sibility to easily focus and position the optical components
via slip-on pipe connection sleeves.

Let us follow the light path from the sensor (right-hand
side in Figure 3) and discuss the components of the pro-
totype (Figure 4): The re-imaging lens is a standard cam-
era lens that mounts directly to the camera. Attached to the
re-imaging lens is a gel holder which contains a diffraction
gel. The gel holder’s lens hood provides the means to mount
the 75 mm PVC tube in front of the gel holder. Inside the
PVC tube, the collimating lens is positioned directly in front
of the diffraction gel. The imaging lens is mounted using a
slip-on pipe connection sleeve at the other end to allow for
easy focusing of the collimation through moving the slip-on
sleeve. The aperture behind the imaging lens is mounted to
it using 40 mm PVC tubes and a cut-through camera lens
cap, again via a slip-on connection sleeve for easy position-
ing and exchange of the aperture. The apertures themselves,
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Figure 3: A schematic cut-away of the prototype camera objective (top) consisting of a 50mm/1:1.8 camera lens as the imaging
lens (red), a +10 Diopter macro lens (blue) as the collimating lens and a 17-40mm/1:4 camera lens as the re-imaging lens
(green). The aperture is mounted to the imaging lens using a 40 mm tube and slip-on sleeve (yellow). The imaging lens is
mounted in a 75mm slip-on sleeve and tube (grey) which is fixed to the gel holder (purple). The gel holder places the diffraction
gel between the collimating and re-imaging lens. The principal optical path is shown on the bottom.

both slit and square, are formed with razor blades to en-
sure straight edges. To suppress stray light, both the 75 mm
tube and the 40 mm aperture tube are lined with light ab-
sorbing black paper. The used diffraction gels are cheaply
available as sheets [Edm11] or come in the form of novelty
glasses. The diffraction gels are holographically produced
phase gratings and therefore very accurate and produce very
little stray light. Several linear gratings and a cross grating
are available. It is the existence of this gel that makes a sim-
ple construction possible because glass-based gratings are
usually highly fragile and are not to be touched, whereas we
can handle the diffraction gel like any other filter gel.

Figure 4: The disassembled objective showing the imag-
ing lens (left). The collimating lens is mounted inside the
PVC tube with the slip-on pipe connection sleeve (middle).
The gel holder containing the diffraction grating is directly
mounted to the re-imaging lens on the camera (right).

4.3. Choosing the Optical Components

We only use standard camera lenses without any modifi-
cations (in particular, without disassembling them) for the
prototype, so any optical component, including the camera
itself, can still be used for their original purpose. Because
camera lenses are accurate in their imaging properties, we
can ensure high quality and avoid artifacts such as chromatic
aberrations. Chances are great that a photographic enthusi-
ast already has a set of camera lenses that can be combined
to an imaging spectrometer. Any combination of lenses and
aperture sizes are permissible that fulfil the following condi-
tions:

• The first diffraction modes must be fully imaged.
• The first modes must be far enough away from the zero

mode to avoid the influence of glare in the first order.
• In each color channel, the first and second modes must not

overlap.

Depending on the grating, two lenses with short focal
lengths (20-50mm) for the imaging lenses and one with a
long focal length (80-150mm) as the collimating lens is re-
quired, though any camera lens can act as the imaging lens.

In our case, we chose as imaging lens a Canon EF
50mm/1:1.8 due to its light weight, large field of view and
large aperture. Collimation is done by an achromatic macro
lens with +10 Diopter (100 mm focal length), because it is
light in weight and does not limit the effective collimating
aperture. As can be seen in Figure 3, the focal lengths of the
lenses determine the respective distances between compo-
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nents, as the slit/square aperture sits in the focal point of both
lenses. The re-imaging lens is a Canon EF 17-40mm/1:4
which, due to its large size, increases the overall length of the
imaging spectrometer objective, but the varying focal length
proved to be valuable since we can trivially change the area
of projection on the sensor to accommodate for the different
situations in slit and square aperture configurations. How-
ever, this choice also comes at the cost of a small re-imaging
aperture so that the light efficiency is not optimal. All lenses
are used at their maximum aperture setting. The camera in
use is a Canon EOS 5D Mark I.

The size of the slit aperture should ideally project to ex-
actly 2 Bayer pixels (~0.1 mm in our prototype) in its image
– any slit larger than that will reduce the effective resolution
but also increases the intensity of the diffractions. The size
of the square aperture can be set to fulfil the previously men-
tioned conditions if only a limited set of lenses is available.
In our case, the square aperture has a size of 5mm × 5mm.

4.4. HDR Image Acquisition

Apart from the physical design, operating mode of the cam-
era is also important when creating a CTIS. In particular, we
need to take the limitations of light sensitivity and dynamic
range of the used sensor into account. We therefore record
images using standard high-dynamic-range (HDR) image
capturing [DM97]. Using a HDR approach solves several
problems at once: First and foremost, HDR imaging largely
extends the dynamic range, so we can image strong emissive
spectra (such as from bright light sources) and far weaker
reflective spectra (such as from surfaces) even in the same
image. Furthermore, the extended dynamic range is impor-
tant to properly expose both the zero mode and the diffrac-
tions, which have only about 10% of the zero mode inten-
sity with the diffraction grating used our prototype. (Note
that this is in contrast to expensive blazed diffraction grat-
ings used in other CTIS devices: they have much more in-
tensity in the diffractions, overexposing the zero-mode, but
also have diffraction patterns which allow omitting the zero-
mode from the reconstruction, thus avoiding the need for
HDR.) Finally, there are regions at the boundaries of the
visible spectrum where the response of the RGGB sensor
is weak, and longer exposures can increase the accuracy in
those regions.

To avoid any processing of the recorded data, we di-
rectly read out the image in raw format because we need
to take into account the relative positions of the pixels of
the Bayer filter. This also keeps the 12-bit accuracy recorded
by the camera. However, instead of recovering the intensity
response of the whole system using an optimization proce-
dure as proposed by Debevec and Malik [DM97], we use
the spectral calibration procedure based on a halogen lamp,
described in Section 5, and apply it to each color channel
separately.

4.5. Camera and Imaging Spectrometer Objective
Parameters

Due to the nature of the optical path, we only get low light
intensities onto the sensor and we need to balance the camera
and lens parameters according to the lighting situation.

The focal length of the re-imaging lens directly defines
the spectral resolution (for a fixed diffraction grating), as it
determines the area of projection on the sensor. In case of
the hyperspectral mode, together with the size of the square
aperture, it also defines the spatial resolution. One of the
main concerns in acquiring the signals is to avoid noise,
though we can partly counteract noise by averaging sev-
eral spectra after the spectral reconstruction. To avoid strong
noise in the first place, we use the ISO value giving the low-
est noise, which we experimentally determined to be ISO 50
in the case of the Canon 5D Mark I. Here again we can trade
noise against light intensity by choosing a higher ISO value.
We found that signals recorded with an ISO value of under
200 still deliver accurate spectra. The HDR reconstruction
process also reduces noise [DM97], as only well-exposed
intensities are used to build the HDR image.

5. Slit Calibration and Imaging

In this section, we describe the operation of the CTIS de-
vice in slit mode, measuring one column of the scene. We
first describe the spatial and spectral calibration procedures,
and then how to measure an actual spectrum. Note that the
spectral calibration is carried out only once for a given set
of components, and is reused for the hyperspectral mode. In
both cases, we assume the intensity response function of the
sensor has already been taken into account through the HDR
acquisition process (Section 4.4). For the slit configuration,
we use a linear 600 lines/mm grating, which produces 2 us-
able first order diffractions.

5.1. Spatial (Wavelength) Calibration

The spatial calibration corrects for distortions in the optical
paths, and for misalignments between the slit and diffraction
grating. Given an image with pixels (x,y), we want to deter-
mine the function f (x,y) = (λ,s) that maps an image pixel
to a tuple of wavelength and position s along the slit axis.
To recover this function, we use a light source with a num-
ber of well defined spectral peaks to obtain data points for λ.
We mask out parts of the light source (see Figure 5) to ob-
tain a structured light, which gives data points in s-direction.
We then fit bicubic polynomials to the given data points to
undistort the image [Kil81].

In practice, we use a standard fluorescent lamp, which
covers the whole slit in a homogeneous light emission. The
fluorescent spectrum has three strong and consistent peaks in
red (611.3 nm), green (546.1 nm) and blue (435.7 nm). This
spectrum is ubiquitous in our environment, be it fluorescent
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lamps, energy saving bulbs or TFT monitors, and therefore
easy to come by. The raw output after the HDR composition
can be seen in Figure 6. In this image, we mark all the flanks,
which are the positions where the intensity drops to zero due
to the masked parts, of one of the diffractions directly on the
Bayer filter array in order to account for the different posi-
tions of the Bayer pixels. In our prototype, the imaged slit
has a height of 860 Bayer pixels.

For each flank fi, we first mark its position in the zero
order image to obtain the slit position si (as the image y-
coordinate), and for each of the three spectral peaks to obtain
three triples (xi j,yi j,λ j), j ∈ r,g,b. For N flanks, this gives a
total of 3N calibration samples (xi j,yi j,si,λ j), which we use
to fit two bicubic polynomials s(x,y) and λ(x,y), giving the
complete mapping from image space to slit-axis and wave-
length space. This general bicubic fitting approach has the
advantage that both lens distortions and misalignments of
the diffraction grating and slit aperture orientations can be
corrected in a single step. The theoretical spectral resolution
that can be reached in the slit configuration can be calculated
as xir−xib

λr−λb
for some i.

Figure 5: The calibration equipment consisting of a calibra-
tion halogen lamp (top), a striped fluorescent lamp (middle)
and red, green and blue laser pointers and a pinhole mask
(bottom).

Figure 6: Raw output after the HDR composition of the
masked fluorescent tube (top) and close-ups of diffractions
of the main peaks from a masked section in Bayer array pix-
els (bottom).

To extract the spectral responses from an input image, we

can either directly interpolate the responses of single slit po-
sitions using the given polynomials, or we can undistort the
complete diffraction of the slit directly on the Bayer array
to arrive at a two-dimensional signal that contains the undis-
torted diffractions of every slit position.

5.2. Spectral Response Calibration

The purpose of the spectral response calibration is to deter-
mine the spectral sensitivities of each color channel. The
spectral response can be determined by photographing a
light source that has a spectrum that is continuous and known
with high accuracy. For this purpose, we use a dedicated
calibration halogen lamp. Note that this is the only step in
the prototype construction that requires the application of
previously calibrated equipment. We average over a few re-
sponses and then simply divide through the known spec-
trum of the halogen lamp. By considering red, green and
blue Bayer pixels separately, we arrive at the spectral re-
sponse functions Sr,g,b(λ) of each channel. We assume that
the high-frequency structures of the response functions are
noise and filter slightly with a 99% Fourier low-pass filter.
The results of this calibration step are displayed in Figure 7,
showing the spectral response of the complete optical sys-
tem.
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Figure 7: The response to the halogen spectrum and the
normed spectral response Sr,g,b(λ) of our optical system.

5.3. Measuring Slit Spectra and Demosaicing

To reconstruct the true spectrum from a measurement, in ad-
dition to applying the spatial calibration f (x,y), we need to
take into account the different sensitivities of the different
color channels in the Bayer filter. For regular image pro-
cessing, this is usually called demosaicing. Since we have
determined the accurate spectral response functions for each
color channel, any of the channels could be used alone to
reconstruct a spectrum. However, the spectral response of
each channel covers only part of the visible spectrum and
the positions of the Bayer pixels are interlaced, so we need to
combine the measurements of adjacent Bayer pixels with in-
terpolated values. In order to suppress noise, we combine the
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channels with weights wr,g,b(λ) corresponding to the ampli-
tude of their spectral response:

wr,g,b(λ) =
Sr,g,b(λ)

∑
c = r,g,b

Sc(λ)
. (1)

A spectrum M(λ) of a response measurements mr,g,b(λ) is
then reconstructed with

M(λ) = ∑
c = r,g,b

mc(λ)

Sc(λ)
wc(λ) =

∑c = r,g,b mc(λ)

∑c = r,g,b Sc(λ)
(2)

with interpolated values where necessary. To actually mea-
sure spectra, we simply take an HDR image of a scene and
carry out the above calculations. While emissive spectra only
need short exposures (< 250 ms), reflective spectra require
exposures of up to 8 seconds at an ISO value of 50 for a
high-quality signal. But this is not different from standard
HDR image acquisition or dedicated spectrometers, where
measurements also may need to integrate over times at the
scale of seconds for small light intensities.

5.4. Results

We measured reflective spectra which emit with 50-300
cd/m2, corresponding to a well lit room. Figure 8 shows
spectra of different patches from a color chart under halo-
gen lighting. We can trivially measure the reflectivity by ad-
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Figure 8: Spectra of differently colored materials under
halogen lighting. The color of the spectra corresponds to the
color of the material.

ditionally measuring the light source and dividing the mea-
sured material spectrum by the light source spectrum.

To test the accuracy of our calibrated CTIS device, we use
the fluorescent spectrum used for the wavelength calibration
because it consists of peaks and smooth as well as struc-
tured sections. We compare our result with a measurement of
the fluorescent tube using an independently calibrated Ocean
Optics USB 4000 non-imaging spectrometer together with
an integrating sphere (see Figure 9). We can match the result
of this professional spectrometer at a resolution of 0.8 nm in
our configuration, with an average deviation of less than 1%
from the USB 4000 measurement. Unfortunately, the Bayer
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Figure 9: Our result compared to an measurement taken
with an Ocean Optics USB 4000. Sections with too inaccu-
rate reconstructions are marked in grey.

filter of the Canon EOS 5D is very well designed and has a
sharp cut-off at 410 nm and no infrared spill with a full cut-
off at 700 nm. This limits the spectral range from 420 nm to
670 nm, as the signal degrades in the high blue and low red
sections due to the very small spectral responses. However,
this is just a limitation of the camera used in our prototype
and not the method itself, and other cameras with different
spectral responses may deliver a higher spectral range, or the
Bayer filter could be removed from the camera, which how-
ever would require disassembly.

6. Hyperspectral Calibration and Imaging

Although the slit configuration provides high-resolution
spectral sensing, we can only measure a column of a scene.
By using a square aperture instead of a slit aperture, we cre-
ate a computed tomography imaging configuration.

We use a 531.5 lines/mm cross grating that creates 4 us-
able first order diffractions in orthogonal directions. As we
will later see, we are limited by the reconstruction rather
than by the measurement resolution. Because of that, we use
the re-imaging lens at 17mm focal length to maximize the
light intensity per pixel, avoiding strong distortions as only
a small area of projection in the center of the sensor is used.
Still, we can reach a theoretical resolution of 4.59 nm and a
final spectral image resolution of 124x124 Bayer pixels with
our system, which is enough for most applications. A typical
CTIS image acquisition can be seen in Figure 12.

6.1. CTIS Reconstruction Theory

The essential difference between the slit and square aper-
ture configuration is that while we can directly extract single
responses in the slit configuration, the responses of every
Bayer pixel in the image of the square aperture (i.e. zero
mode) are superimposed.

The parallel projection (see section 2.3) is described by
a matrix H which operates on the vector ~f containing the
serialized voxels of the data cube. The diffraction operation
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produces the vector ~g, representing the serialized version of
the image pixels the CTIS objective acquires:

~g = H~f . (3)

H is a M×N matrix, where M is the number of pixels in the
image and N is the number of voxels in the data cube. Each
column contains 5 entries at the position of the diffracted
pixels at one wavelength and the zero mode. Therefore, the
H-matrix is very large but also very sparse. To solve for the
data cube, we need to formally invert equation 3. Since H is
a non-square matrix, we need to apply an iterative process to
solve for ~f .

Several options and variations are available. Like previ-
ous authors, we found that the expectation maximization al-
gorithm (EM) [SV82] produces consistent results and con-
verges relatively fast and is easy to implement. With a given
H-matrix, we generate a first guess through ~̂f 0 = HT~g and
perform the iterative expectation-maximization step

f̂ k+1
n =

f̂ k
n

M
∑

m=1
Hmn

M

∑
m=1

HT
nm

gm

(H f̂ k)m
(4)

until the system converges. We implicitly treat noise as part
of the signal and do not pose any constraints on the sys-
tem for simplicity, though more specialized methods can im-
prove the convergence stability and speed. A simple imple-
mentation of the EM iteration in MATLAB is given in Ap-
pendix A in the additional materials.

6.2. Hyperspectral Spatial Calibration

Calibrating the CTIS configuration corresponds to deter-
mining the entries of the H matrix. Let us call (sx,sy,λ)
the coordinates in the data cube, and (x,y) the coordinates
on the image plane (see Figure 2). Let Pj be one of the
5 projections from the data cube to the image plane, i.e.,
Pj(sx,sy,λ) = (x,y). If we know Pj, then the matrix H
can be constructed easily. Let us assume the voxels are in-
dexed as ~f = (v1, . . . ,vN)

T , and the Bayer pixels are in-
dexed~g= (p1, . . . , pM)T . Then for each data cube voxel vi =
(sxi ,syi ,λi), construct the 5 projections Pj(sx,sy,λ) = (x,y),
which gives 5 pixels pk = (xk,yk) with indices k ∈ 1 . . .M.
Then H can be constructed by setting the 5 corresponding
entries pk1 , . . . , pk5 in the i− th column of H to one.

In order to do this, we first need to determine the posi-
tions of the 5 projections of the data cube. Here we take a
similar approach as in the slit calibration, although since we
have two spatial axes, we need to localize our calibration
light source in both spatial dimensions. We use a red, green
and blue laser (see Figure 5) to excite different image posi-
tions in both spatial dimensions. As a first step, we determine
the correct wavelengths of the red, green and blue laser by
measuring them with the slit configuration. The goal of the
calibration is to excite only 1–4 Bayer pixels of the respec-
tive color and find the excited pixels in the diffractions to

define the H-matrix. To create a very localized light source,
we shoot a laser pointer through a white translucent gel that
is masked by a tiny pinhole (< 1 mm), see Figure 5. The
translucent gel avoids two problems. First, we cannot point
a laser directly into the camera due to its high intensity, and
the gel mostly destroys the coherency of the laser light. We
then photograph the pinhole over a distance of a few me-
ters at different positions, sampling the complete image with
all 3 laser pointers (see Figure 10). For each sampled laser

Figure 10: Calibration points of the red, green and blue
laser (top, cropped for clarity) and close-ups of a red, green
and blue calibration point and diffractions (bottom).

point, we obtain 5 projections Pj(sx,sy,λ) = (x,y). We use
the zero order diffraction, resulting from P0, as the basis for
the data cube coordinate system. Thus, for a laser point, we
can directly recover the (sx,sy)-coordinate from the position
of the laser point in the zero mode. For the other projections
P1..4, we take the position of the laser point in that projection
and directly obtain the projection of the corresponding data
cube voxel P1..4(sx,sy,λ) = (x,y).

From this sparse set of explicitly measured projections
that define the entries in H, we reconstruct the full projec-
tions through linear interpolation and fill the other entries to
complete the H matrix. Please note that we do not take the
intensity of the diffractions into account, but use only the
geometric positions, which introduces an irrelevant global
scaling factor to all reconstructed responses. In contrast to
the slit configuration, a linear interpolation is sufficient, be-
cause the smaller area covered on the sensor leads to only
very light distortions.

6.3. Measuring Hyperspectral Images

With a fully defined H-matrix, we can now solve the data
cube of any recorded CTIS image. To avoid unnecessary ze-
ros and therefore unnecessary calculations in the EM itera-
tion of equation 4, we separate out each channel from the
Bayer array image, treating the two green sub-grids of the
RGGB Bayer array as separate channels. We do the same
with the H matrix to extract H matrices for each of the
four channels, only solving for wavelengths where the cor-
responding response function is not zero (see Figure 7). In

© 2011 The Author(s)
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our case, this results in 4 maps with a size of 402 × 402
pixels and a spectral resolution of 4.59 nm in each channel,
defining H-matrices of the size of 161,604 × 215,818 for
red, 161,604 × 223,260 for the green channels and 161,604
× 186,050 for blue. Depending on the image content, the
4 systems converge enough after 10-20 iterations. Our non-
optimized but multithreaded MATLAB implementation can
solve all 4 systems in 11 minutes on a 16 core (4 processors)
AMD Opteron 2 GHz system.

6.4. Spectral Demosaicing and Reconstruction

Before we reconstruct the spectra from the response func-
tions, we apply a demosaicing step similar to demosaicing
RGB images. We use bilinear interpolation to get RGB re-
sponses for each Bayer pixel. Spectral demosaicing is prin-
cipally different from standard demosaicing because there
is a significant overlap of the responses which can be used
to demosaic the spectral information. Therefore, spectral de-
mosaicing constitutes an open problem, as many more so-
phisticated interpolation and vision-based algorithms can be
applied spectrally. With a demosaiced data cube, we recover
every pixel spectrum using equation 2. To calculate the spec-
tral camera response at the lower resolution, we cannot sim-
ply re-sample the spectral camera response Sr,g,b(λ), but we
need to take into account that each pixel integrates over a
larger area. Therefore, we integrate the spectral response
measured with the slit configuration (see Figure 7) and inte-
grate over the respective range of each low resolution range
r (4.59 nm in our case) to calculate the response Sl

r,g,b(λi) at
lower resolutions:

Sl
r,g,b(λi) =

∫ λi+
r
2

λi− r
2

Sr,g,b(λ)dλ. (5)

6.5. Results

To show the accuracy of the CTIS configuration, we again
use the fluorescent lamp spectrum from the slit calibration.
In Figure 11, we reconstruct the fluorescent spectrum and
compare it to a down-sampled version of the high-resolution
spectrum following equation 5.

As can be seen, we can resolve all peaks and the structure
of the spectrum is preserved. To compare the consistency of
the CTIS configuration, the same spectra displayed in Fig-
ure 8, measured and reconstructed in the CTIS configura-
tion are shown in Figure 11. The full hyperspectral recon-
struction results in 54 spectral slices of the data cube at a
resolution of 4.59 nm. Figure 12 shows the recorded image
from which the data cube displayed slices have been recon-
structed. Full data sets can be found in the additional elec-
tronic material.

Convergence Errors

It is not guaranteed that the expectation maximization con-
verges to an accurate solution, as sub-pixel structures of the
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Figure 11: The fluorescent spectrum measured with the
CTIS configuration in comparison to a downsampled ver-
sion from Figure 9 (top) and the previously measured spec-
tra shown in Figure 8 measured with the CTIS configuration
(bottom).

photographed scene can cause artifacts in the reconstruction.
This is a problem inherent to all discrete sampling and recon-
struction methods, including all CTIS methods and devices.
Because of the superposition of all spectra, the error is trans-
ported through the whole reconstruction. Though the optical
low-pass filter of the camera still reduces aliasing, it may not
be sufficient to fully suppress convergence artifacts. In such
cases, we found that photographing the scene slightly out of
focus can minimize the convergence artifacts at the expense
of effective spatial resolution.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown that consumer cameras together with a
low-cost custom camera objective can deliver both high-
resolution single spectra via a slit configuration as well as
full hyperspectral imaging. Both the imaging spectrometer
objective construction and the measurements presented are
at the lower end of what is possible. To improve on the con-
struction, we intend to build a camera lens extension that
directly mounts to a camera, using optical tube systems and
custom lenses similar to macro extension tubes. This allows
for a far shorter and lighter build and a significantly in-
creased system aperture, avoiding long exposure times while
the cost is still kept well under $ 1,000 compared to the cost
of ten thousands dollars for dedicated devices. We would
also like to explore applications for mobile devices as well
as video cameras through size reduction of the camera lens,
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Figure 12: The cropped result of a CTIS measurement with exposure adjusted zero mode (left) and a selection out of the 54
data cube slices (intensity scaled for clarity).

since even low-quality signals can give significant informa-
tion in a spectrum.

But the biggest challenge is to apply and develop mathe-
matical methods that can solve the data cube faster and with
increased stability to make large format CTIS spectrometry
possible, applying methods and constraints specialized to the
shown approach. Only recently, novel directions to this prob-
lem have been proposed [HDS07, Hor10]. With the help of
GPUs and specialized constraints and preconditioning, we
believe that a real-time solution even for large formats is pos-
sible, making a full real-time acquisition and reconstruction
using consumer video and photographic cameras feasible.
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